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ABSTRACT
Name : Anita
Nim : 40300111022
Major : English Literature Department
Faculty : Adab and Humanity Faculty
Title : Social Values of Oral Tradition in the Kajang Tribe’s Songs.
Supervisor I : Nuri Emmiyati
Supervisor II : Nahdiyah
This thesis studied about analysis about social value of oral tradition in the
Kajang tribe’s songs. The aims of this research are to analyze the denotative and
connotative meaning as well as to identify the social value contain in basing song.
The research used descriptive qualitative method. The data were collected through
interviewed and the analyzed by Kluckhon’s theory. The finding of the research, the
writer found that lyrics of basing song which have only connotative meaning and
denotative meaning. In addition, there are four social values of oral tradition in basing
song. They are as the value of human life, the value of the nature of human life in
space and time, the value the human relationship with natural surroundings and the
value of the human nature with each other. Based on the findings, the researcher
concluded that basing song in the Kajang tribe’s is one of oral tradition that have
some messages for human being because this song contained some social values. This
research can be a reference to another researcher to explore the value of oral tradition
of another region. To introduce the value of oral tradition which unrecognized not
only in local area but also in international.
Keywords: Connotative, Denotative, Social Value, Basing Songs.
1CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
A. Background
Literature is also a mirror of society and will be characterized by human
imagination and ideas of their expression, good form, techniques, and our
fantastic world. It can be applied from human of daily life (Blair, 1974:32).
According to Miller (2002:5) literature belongs to the realm of the imaginary,
whatever it is said in a literary work can always be claimed to be experimental,
hypothetical, cut off from referential or per-formative claims. On the other side,
Damrosch (2003:5) states that literature is one of the great creative universal
means of communicating the emotional, spiritual and intellectual concern of
mankind.
Folk song is one of the oral tradition that is very close to the community of
native speakers. According to Miller in Aluede and Braimah (2005:1), Folk song
is the unconscious expression in melody of racial feeling, character and interest of
people. In folk songs stored values of local wisdom which teaches through this
media. Furthermore, Brunvand in Danandjaja (2002: 14) defined that Folk song is
one of folklore genre that consist of words and songs that circulated orally among
members of a particular collective, traditionally and has many variants, one type
of folksongs developed in society is social value.
In oral tradition, Bagchi (2010:1) defines that oral tradition is an aspect of
human society’s evolution. It is the complex process of passing on information of
2people’s culture from one generation to next, in the absence of script by word of
mouth through stories. Oral tradition contains historical events, moral values,
religious values, custom, fantasy stories, folk songs, spells, as well as the proverb
goes, and ancestors advice (primadesi, 2010:4).. Literature was born through a
long process, starting from the idea or ideas that are pure and have not
experienced a treatment process which ultimately from the birth of the literary
process as a result of the creative process of the author. The song as a form of
literature that is always being challenged to analyze social values contained
therein. A song has the values derived from the realities of life.
The reality appears clearly illustrated in each storyline. Therefore, the
values that are presented in the song are an objective problem in the real world.
Social values become an important matter contained in the society, which is
becoming comparisons to humans in the act. According Trehub (1998:12) Song is
one piece of literature that can parse the events experienced by humans. The
creation of a song departs from the reality of social life is happening in the middle
of the community and not apart from the problems of society. Assessing a song
through social values, always relates to the behavior of the characters.
Basing song is a folksong that also depicts the social life in the
environment where literature was born. The Basing song is described in the song
of life. when examined in terms  also described how both the nature of human
interaction human life, the nature of the work of man, the nature of human life in
space and time, man's relationship with nature, and the nature of man with his
neighbor. Besides that, the basing song is one of the works of oral tradition in the
3Kajang should be introduced with outsiders because it has social values that many
for life in Kajang society and it also has a lot of good messages in life. Analyzing
the literature terms of social, it is in spite of analyzing the relation between human
beings, the environment, religion, and so on. Human relationships are depicted in
a literary relationship, because literary author departs from the reality of life.
Based on the explanation above, the writer is interested in analyzing the
social value of oral tradition in the Kajang tribe’s song.
B. Problem Statement
In understanding Basing song, it must be understood the meaning of it
both social values. Therefore, the research questions are formulated as
follows:
1. What is the meaning of the lyrics of basing song as oral tradition of
Kajang tribe?
2. What social values are depicted in the lyrics basing song in oral
tradition of Kajang tribe?
C. Objective of Research
The researcher has some targets in writing this research, there are:
1.To find out the meaning of the lyrics of basing song as oral tradition of
Kajang tribe
2. To know the social values are depicted in the lyrics basing song in oral
tradition of Kajang tribe
4D. Significance of the Research
This research is expected to contribute to the academic other researchers
who examine the literature world about oral tradition. This research gives some
beneficial for the writer herself, student, society, and the others to recognize about
regional literature that regional literature (Basing) has a social value that contains
messages on people’s lives, besides that it provides knowledge that knowing the
local literature to increase our knowledge about the culture of a region.
Furthermore, it may helps local literature (Basing) to be is known in various
areas, both locally and internationally.
E. Scope of Research
Concerning with Kajang tribe’s song, the researcher only focused on the
social value of oral tradition in the Kajang tribe’s songs, the researcher limited
this research with choosing Kajang sub district in Bulukumba regency as the
researching area. The researcher would use Semantics approach to know the
meaning and social value by C. Kluckhon theory (1955)
5CHAPTER II
RIVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
In this chapter, the writer presented the theory related to the research in
order to support the analysis. It consists of explanation about previous findings.
A. Previous Findings
There are some previous findings that related to this research, but they
have different objectives that will be discussed in this research, as follows:
Jirata (2013) in his thesis “Children and Oral Tradition among the Guji-
Oromo in Southern Ethiopia” The aim of this research is to explore the oral play
culture and everyday life of children in a rural context in Ethiopia. With its focus
on Guji people in southern Ethiopia, it presents how children (girls and boys in
the age range of 7-14 years) participate in performance; interpretation and
transmission of oral tradition and through this process learn about their social
world. Data were obtained through one year of fieldwork that involved
ethnographic methods such as participant observation, ethnographic interviews, in
depth-interviews and focus group discussions. The research study is based on the
thesis presents four central results. First it is seen that children play active roles in
the practices of oral tradition. They produce, interpret and transmit oral tradition
and through such practices they play, compete and share knowledge with each
other as well as with adults. Second, it was seen that the everyday life of rural
children ( which refers to children among the Guji people) encompasses diverse
places of children`s social interaction (play interaction) cattle herding fields, home
6and school, the dynamic social positions and practices of children and
multigenerational interactions of children  interacting with each other and with
adults. Third, the thesis demonstrates oral tradition provides children with
contexts through which they can enhance their formal and informal learning.
Fourth, it is argued that in order to understand children across these dynamic
social contexts, the more effective research approach is that of reflexive
ethnography.
Rath (2011) in his thesis “ A Lost Tradition Reflections Towards Select
Tribal Songs of Odisha” The aim of this research is to The present thesis aims at
examining the oral tradition of the Kondh and Oroa n people of Odisha The
research methodology is based on books on the theory of Oral tradition. It also
includes interpretation of the select songs. The finding of this research In short,
the thesis examines Kondh and Oroan “songs” and argues for a need to document
the tradition. It also shows a comparative study on both the tribes on Agriculture
which shows their cultural identity and a diversification of both the tribes in
nature and how these tribal groups are associated with nature and the cycle of it.
After comparing those two researches above, there is a similarity to the
title which writer analyzed. The similarity between the previous researches and
this research are analyzed by using social value and oral tradition theory. Then the
differences take a place to the object of the research. The first previous finding is
focused on oral tradition among the Guji Oromo in Southern and the second is
focused on Tribal Song of the Kondh and Oroan people of odisha. While in this
7research, the writer focused on analyzing Social Values of Oral Tradition in The
Kajang Tribe’s Songs.
B. Oral tradition
The oral tradition is one form of expression of regional culture numbering
hundreds throughout Indonesia. The ability of the oral tradition to cover all the
joints of human life, proves that our ancestors in the past has been familiar with
the teachings of life are contained in the oral tradition.
According to Hoed in Banara (2012:22), a wide range of knowledge of
customs hereditary delivered orally and include things such as that raised by
Roger Told and Pudentia in Banara (2012:22) that ... "oral traditions do not only
Contain folktales, myth and legends (...), but indigenous cognate complete store
systems. To name a few: the historical, legal practices, customary law, and
medication ". Lord in Banara (2012: 22) defines oral tradition as manifested in
society. The speakers did not write down what speech but express, and the
recipient does not read, but heard. Similarly, Pudentia in Banara (2012: 22)
defines oral tradition as a discourse that is spoken or conveyed from generation to
generation includes the oral and letter of the alphabet, all of which are delivered
orally. But the mode of delivery of oral tradition is not only the form of words, but
also a combination of words and certain acts that accompany the words. Tradition
will provide a set of models to behave that includes ethics, norms, and customs.
Further Taylor in Banara (2012: 23), defines the oral tradition as materials
8produced by traditional communities, in the form of substitutions, custom , or
practice, including rituals, ceremonies, folklore, folk songs, dances, and games.
Borrows in Rath states (2011:5) oral tradition’, ‘oral culture’ and ‘oral
lore’ are cultural material and traditions transmitted orally from one generation to
another. The messages or testimony are verbally transmitted in speech or song and
may take the form, for example, of folktales, sayings, ballads, songs, or chants. In
this way, it is possible for a society to transmit oral history, oral literature, oral
law and other forms of knowledge across generations without a having writing
system. It has been there in different cultures throughout the ages. Oral tradition is
basically transferred to us by the elderly people in the various forms of stories,
songs and sayings which distinct it as a mark of tradition in our society
irrespective of cultures. Oral tradition is a tradition which is still followed
however modern we are and they preach basic human ethic values in our life. Oral
tradition is basically transferred to us by the elderly people in the various forms of
stories, songs and sayings which distinct it as a mark of tradition in our society
irrespective of cultures.
Carlos (2003:164-165) states “oral” tradition,  which congregates
knowledge, memories, values, and symbols generally configured in linguistic
objects of non-literary or aesthetic-literary nature, objects with or without
consignment in written testimonies, accomplished vocally and recognizable
collectively and during consecutive generations in an anatomy built by the laws of
traditionalist (anonymity, persistence, variation)
9Based on explanation above, the writer give concluded about oral tradition
is one of the literary works that are spread by word of mouth where its spread
orally and not in the form of a person's character or a poet narrator on a person or
a group of listeners which depict the past in which oral tradition belonged together
because they do not know who the author and oral tradition was born in the
classical
C. Social Value
According to Katu ( 2005:75-78) a social value is human behavior and
actions that can be considered as a good value as a behavior that can be good
and bad. The social value in Kajang’s message is instruction about a good and
bad action. The social value of Kajang’s message can be formulated into four
frames, namely: Honest, Patient, Consistent, and Tolerance the disciple of the
social value of Kajang’s messages are as follows:
a. Honest
The most important social values and the most fundamental teachings
outlined in pairs is honesty. The value of honesty is revealed demean the
phrase "lambusk-nuji nukaraeng" which means as honesty then you become
the ruler.
b. Patient
Patience (sabbara) or stoic is a social value that must be possessed
by every follower of the teachings of pairs, especially for those who have
10
the duty as educators, or those who know the rules and customs
procedures. As revealed in the post "sabbarak-nuji nu guru", who means
because of your patience, then you become a teacher or educator. The
meaning an educator must have a resilient nature and patience. Because an
educator it requires tenacity and patience.
c. Consistent
Consequently is social value which occupies is the most important
position in the social life of the community in amma Towa. The trait is
expressed by the phrase "Ri Gattanuji adak nu", which means firmness
because then you become traditional leaders. A social values that
consequence so important to have by someone because a traditional leader
who is not firm. The customs will be easier and easier to be abandoned.
d. Tolerance
A social value such as tolerance is preferred by herbalists. As
disclosed in the kajang’s message "pesona nuji nisanro", which could
mean that because you are tolerant or surrender then you becomes a
shaman. It means the tolerance is have positive and worth value.
According to Wood and Leighton,( 2010:21-22) ‘social value’. It
refers to wider non-financial impacts of programmers, organizations and
interventions, including the wellbeing of individuals and communities,
social capital and the environment. Braithwaite, V., and R. Blamey in
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Mykhailo (2010:6-10) states that social values ideals that guide or qualify
personal conduct, interaction with others, and other situations of social
interaction. The concept of values widely used in current research is
defined as ideals that guide or qualify personal conduct, interaction with
others, and other situations of social interaction. Braithwaite and Blamey,
1998 states Social values are principles that indicate how you relate
meaningfully to others in social situations, including those involving
family, friends, and co-workers.
According Kluckhon (1955:121) social value consist of theory are
1. The value of the nature of human life, people who think life is good,
bad or bad life but trying to turn into a good life.
2. The value of the nature of human work, people who think the man's
work to enable live, give a respectable position or as live motion to
produce work again.
3. The value of the nature of human life in space and time, community-
oriented considers it important that the past, present or future.
4. The value of the nature of the human relationship with the natural
surroundings, the people who view nature as something powerful, a
man who can fight or trying to find harmony with nature.
5. The value of human nature with each other, the more people put the
vertical relationship between man and his fellow man, horizontal
relationships between man and his fellow man, or a dependent by
another person is not true action.
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Based on explanation above, the researcher concluded that social value as
an abstract concept about everything that is good, aspired, important and useful
for human life the size of the community where the value is upheld. In which
social value is the foundation for the community to determine what is right and
important, has its own characteristics and to encourage individuals to live up to
norms.
D. Semantics
Semantics can as the tool to see the meaning of the sentence deeply. It
would be generally true to say that we do not speak unless we have something to
say, and this something is meaning ( daswani& southworth, 99:1974). By using
semantics theory we can analyze the sentence, and understand the sentence more
than as the written language. In the other definition palmer (1986:1) says that
semantics is the technical term used to refer to the study of meaning, and since
meaning is a part of language. Semantics is a part of linguistics. It is the one
technique for finding the meaning of the text and context.
Semantics is the technical used to refer to the meaning, semantics studies
about meaning which out of context (free meaning). The meaning which is
discussed by semantics might be formulated with the word of “what does X
mean? “Semantics in the meaning is defined purely as a property of expression in
given language ( Leech, 2002:14).
As what Goddard (1998:1) states:
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“Another concern of semantics is to shed light on the relationship
between language and culture. Much of the vocabulary of any language
and even part of the grammar will reflect the culture of its speakers
indeed, the culture specific concept and ways of understanding embedded
in a language are an important part of what constitutes a culture.”
The definition above is supported by Giffith’s definition that, “semantics
is the study of word meaning and sentence meaning, abstracted from context of
use, and descriptive subject”. It is an attempt to describe and understand the nature
of the knowledge about meaning in their language that people have from knowing
the language ( Griffith, 2006:25)
E. Meaning
Talking about meaning, we cannot exactly determine it. There are many
definitions of meaning. Meaning is what the source or sender expresses,
communicates or conveys in theirs from the current context (Nick Sanchez: 2012).
Meaning can be analyzed from different perspectives, of which leech (1990:9)
distinguished seven main types are:
1. Logical/conceptual meaning, also called denotative or cognitive meaning,
is considered to be the central factor in linguistic communication. It has a
complex and sophisticated organization compared to those specific to
syntactic or phonological levels of language. The principles of
contractiveness and constituent structure-paradigmatic and syntagmatic
exes of linguistic structure-manifest at this level i.e. conceptual meaning
can be studied in terms of contrastive features.
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2. Connotative meaning is the communicative value an expression has by
virtue of what it refers to. To a large extent, the notion of reference
overlaps with conceptual meaning. The contractive features become
attributes of the referent, including not only physical characteristics, but
also psychological and social properties, typical rather than invariable.
Connotations are apt to vary from age to age, from society to society.
3. Social meaning like what is communicated of the social circumstances of
language.
4. Affective or emotive meaning like what is communicated of the feelings
and attitudes of the speaker through language.
5. Reflected meaning like what is communicated through associations with
another sense of the same world.
6. Collocative meaning what is communicated through associations with
word, and
7. Thematic meaning means what is communicated by the way in which the
message or organized in terms of order and emphasis.
D. Denotative Meaning
Denotative represent the explicit referential meaning of a sign as
illustrated by Barnard (1996:55). Barnard says definition of denotation means
refer to the literal meaning of a word, the dictionary definition. Denotative
meaning sometimes can be called basic meaning, true meaning or the center
meaning as the stated by Chaer (1995:67). According to Chandler (2002:68)
denotative meaning is also called by some terms,such as denotation
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meaning,cognitive meaning,conceptual meaning, referential meaning or
propotitional meaning, because of its correlation with our consciousness or our
knowledge; the stimuli (of the speaker) and the response (the listener) about
things which are attackable by human sense. Furthermore, denotative meaning is
also called propotional meaning because of its relationship between factual
information and expression.
According to Cruse (2006:45) denotation of a linguistic expression is that
aspect of its meaning which is involved in its potential for us in making true
statements about the world. Furthermore, he says a distinction is made between
two aspects of denotation. This word can be used to refer to certain things but not
others. The set of things the word properly applies to is known as its ‘extension’,
in this case, the set of all dogs (the term ‘denotation’ is sometimes restricted to
this). As Cruse (2006:50) the word also denotes the property or properties
something has to have in order to count as a dog (we can think of this as the
concept dog), this is called the ‘intension’ of the word, also sometimes called
connotation.
E. Connotative Meaning
The word or expression, which has an aesthetic value,is connotative
meaning, although the meaning is good or bad, it is relation with a statement
of Chaer (1990:68)
“a word is called connotative if it word have aestheti value in
positive and negative)
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The connotative could be positive and negative, which also would make
and original neutral denotation or bad accordingly.Connotation is a subjective
cultural and/or emotional coloration in addition to the explicit or denotative
meaning of any specific word or phrase in a language (Martin:2007). Soedjito (
the Goddes,2010:9) connotative meaning is added meaning to the meaning
essentially that the form of the value of a particular taste or picture.
Definition or connotative meaning was given by Chandler (2002:140) says
“ Connotation is use to refer to the socio-cultural and personal associations
(ideological,emotional and personal) of sign”, These typically related to
interepreters class,age, gender, ethnicity and so on. The definition above denotes
the interference of our feeling to explain the connotation word. However, feeling
is an aspect of connotative meaning in addition to the sense,tone and intention of
the word. The characteristic of connotative meaning are imaginative and
emotional while denotative meaning are reasonable and intellectual. For example
word “rain” means condensed water vapor of the atmosphere falling in drop but in
consider the connotation of a  word. To some people it may mean something cool
and refreshing. To one farmer whose fields are already parached, it may mean life;
to another whose fields are already soaked,it may mean death.
F. Geography of Kajang
Tanah Toa is village in the sub district Kajang , Bulukumba , South
Sulawesi , Indonesia . The village is inhabited by tribes Kajang . Administratively,
the village of Tana Toa is one of nineteen villages in the districts location Kajang,
Bulukumba regency, South Sulawesi. Tana Toa is the village where indigenous
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communities are still closely Kajang in maintaining and protecting their
civilization to which to this day is still on hold.
Overall Size location in the village's Tana Toa is 331.17 ha, both starting
locations in Kajang or outside. As well as of the 331.17 ha, approximately 90 ha
area is used for agriculture. Plants are cultivated over an area that is quite a
variety, one of which rice, corn, cocoa, coffee, and so on. Kajang tribe is one of
the tribes living in the interior of Makassar, South Sulawesi. For generations, they
lived in District Kajang, Bulukumba. For them, the area was considered as
ancestral land and they call it. The Tana Toa, tribes are divided into two groups
Kajang, outside Kajang living and Kajang tribes settled in seven villages in
Bulukumba. While tribal Kajang in live only in the hamlet of Fort. In the hamlet
of Fort this, communities of Kajang Domestic and implement all the activities that
are linked with customs.
G. Kajang Tribe Song
Basing is one of the traditional arts awning sung and played by four
people, two men who played the flute and two women who sing it while they sit
facing each other, and a blower basing singer. They are all in black clothes.
Basing use is made of small diameter bamboo length of 50 cm. four registers
ringing. In the end there basing lop made of horn were treated beautifully.
Initially basing only played with the atmosphere of death to accompany an
Elegy. Poem contents and services the form of expression of the posthumous
18
during his lifetime. Elegy determination was an expectation that anumertam get
a decent place in the spirit world.
The singing was also an expression of lament of the bereaved family.
Blowing basing conducted throughout the day and night and ends just the
posthumous exhale end breath. But in the longer delivery proceed basing on
sing grave is called basing wrought sliding, taboo sing at any time if there is
no death what else. Finally basing has changed there is now basing functions
for ceremonial welcome guests and other.
19
CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY OF THE RESEARCH
A. Method of the Research
The write used qualitative descriptive method in this research. Bogdan and
Biklen in Sugiyono (2010:21) define qualitative descriptive method is a method
that was used to analyze and interpret the data in the form of words of picture
rather that number. This method including social value especially Oral Tradition
in the Kajang Tribe’s Songs.
B. Instrument of Research
As instrument of the research to collect the data, the researcher would
interview sheet with guided work and tool. The researcher would interview the
informants and write their importance information about meanings as social of
oral tradition in The Kajang tribe’s songs and record conversation with using
digital recorder to record of what the informant says and take pictures when the
researcher would interview the informants.
C. Source of data
The source of the study in this research is basing song lyrics in Kajang.
According Levine (2009) an informant (Also called an) informer is a person who
provides privileged information about a person or organization to an agency.
Further the information about Basing song from the result of interview. There are
two people from Kajang. The first one is Satu’ she is one of the basing singers.
She is 50 years did she has sing the basing song for long time since teenager she
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was already able to sing the basing song. Beside that her ancestry is mostly the
basing snigger. Further, she knows a lot of basing song. The second one is Raho
she is also one of the basing singer. Although she always uses Konjo language,
she has ability to use Indonesia language so she facilitates the researcher in
interviewing.
D. Procedure of Data Collection
There are procedures which have been done in collecting data; the researcher
would collect data that interpreted in the following ways:
1. The researcher came to the resource to interview about basing song.
2. Before beginning the interview, the researcher explained the aims of the
research to the object.
3. Then, the researcher interviewed the resource that included in sample
with give the questions that have been prepared.
4. The researcher recorded the interview by using digital recorder.
5. After interviewing all the resource, the writer transcribed the result of
interview in recorder by using note taking
E. Technique of Data Analysis
As Daymon and Haloway in Kevinzky (2011:09) states that after
the data is   written into the transcript form (verbatim), then it
conducted a thematic analysis. The Semantic approach and C.
Kluckhon theory.
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CHAPTER IV
FINDING AND DISCUSSION
In this chapter, the researcher would like to present the results of the data
analysis of the research. The process of discussing the results of data analysis
systematically takes steps in order to provide intended scientific answers to the
problems. Therefore, this chapter will be displayed in subsequent subchapters.
This chapter consists of findings and discussions. The researcher would like to
present further explanation about meanings and social value, which is involved in
The Kajang Tribe’s Songs of Bulukumba Regency.
A. Findings
Having done the research in Bulukumba Regency especially in Kajang
district, the researcher found out some Basing song of Kajang by interviewing two
persons as the informants of this research.
The meaning and social value of the lyric of  Basing songs for Kajang in
Bulukumba Regency can be known based on the interpretation of Kajang society
through semantics approach. In understanding the data, the researcher presented
explanation S is Stanza they are as follows:
1. The meaning of the lyrics of basing song as oral tradition of
Kajang tribe song
Stanza 01
Leko-leko
Sia-sia mi Matea
Percuma tallasa Longgan linoa na Sempan pamitingkana
Manna lino ja simata tidak lajorengan
Manna na Sangin pacea la ni kura mi
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Based on stanza 01, leko-leko, the denotative meaning of it is leko-leko is
the betel vine leaves but based on the informant that leko-leko is someone is
getting sorrowful. Sia-sia Matea the denotative meaning of it is we would be
useless based on is it is really unlucky for us if we pass away but if as long as we
did do the goodness. Purcama tallasa Longgan linoa na Sempan pamitingkana,
the denotative meaning of it is useless to live longer narrow world spins based on
the respondent we will be useless in our life in the world if you cannot do
goodness where the world is very wide to do goodness. Manna lino ja simata
tidak lajorengan, the denotative meaning of it is just the world not there based on
the respondent it means just in the world we can do the goodness and the next life.
Manna na  Sangin pacea la ni kura mi, the denotative meaning of it is whatever
someone want to take but based on the respondent when we do the goodness get
the difficulties but we have to wait to receive it.
Stanza 02
Parisi pada pacea sim pada parisia
Nyaha ni gai na tagiling si Bokoi
Nakke anre ja intu iya anre ja tankuturuki
Turuki jammen turuki linka ri anja
Based on the stanza 02, Parisi pada pacea sim pada parisia, the
denotative meaning of it is someone is sick that’s the same with if the person is
poor but based on the respondent the sadness when we lose someone. Nyaha si
gai na tagiling si bokoi, the denotative meaning of it is the soul in love facing
backs but based on the respondent we still expect to be alive in the world any
longer, but god says another. Nakke anre intu anre ja tankuturuki, the denotative
meaning of it is it doesn’t matter if I do not join based on the respondent when
that time has arrived we could not refuse it. Turuki jammen turuki linka ri anja,
the denotative meaning of it is follow the dirty follow the road based on the
respondent when the death has come we have to walk on the life in the hereafter.
Stanza 03
Bara rie ja pisallo , ri bangkena pie dunia.
Na tassa lalang to tea ma kusising.
Ma kusising ja  nakke Punna jammen mukoan.
Rie  to mo  makusising  rie to mo parikodong.
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The words in stanza 03, Bara rie ja pisallo rie bangkena pi dunia, the
denotative meaning of it is that there' foot in the world but based on the
respondent the regret will come when we live in the afterlife. Na tassa lalang to
tea ma kusising, the denotative meaning of it is to cook in was not asked based on
the respondent why when the people live is not wondered to the other person. Ma
kusising ja Nakke Punna jammen mukoan, the denotative meaning of it is ask me
if dirty later but based on the respondent someone said I would ask when the death
has come. Rie to mo makusising rie to mo parikodong, denotative meaning of it is
there asked no pity but based on the respondent but only lucky people who can
ask and the others only regret.
Stanza 04
Rie mo  kana ka sareana mi sikua.
Sare sami Sannan ati  allusuna nyaman pamae
Pamaena minni  kamma inru kie kamui.
Sikamma bukuru sala dongkonkana.
Based on the stanza 04, Rie mo kana ka sareana mi sikua, the denotative
meaning of it is give her what she asked for, but based on the respondent we have
to fix the act as long as we live in the next world. Sare sami Sannan ati allusuna
nyaman pamae, the denotative meaning of it is to love kindness so nice feelings
but based on the respondent do the more acts of kindness that make the heart is
calm. Pamaena  minni kamma inru kie kamui, the denotative meaning of it is the
kindness like this but based on the respondent we must correct our morals so the
people are good this we. Sikamma Bukuru sala dongkonkana, the denotative
meaning of it is like a bird does not know where he is going to but we must
correct based on the respondent morality we must be good our so that we do not
live alone.
Stanza 05
Iya tau pamae ji na boja pamae
Tanru ko naun nyaha teako tak bemba.
Empako naun tudangan  biasaya anak biasa mitodong.
Rate sombola na mela  tanga dolongan ganle lurang maraeng.
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The words in stanza 05, Iya tau pamae jie na boja pamae, the denotative
meaning of it is the good of looking but based on the respondent most people just
see the good that they did. Tanru ko naun nyaha teako ta bemba, the denotative
meaning of it is down their lives do not want to move but based on the respondent
sometimes because of the goodness, someone always remember us. Empako naun
tudangan biasaya anak biasa mitodong, the denotative meaning of it is in spoiled
child down simple but based on the respondent a teenage should correct his
behavior. Rate sombola mela tanga dolongan ganle lurang maraeng, the
denotative meaning of it is on the ladder take goods again but based on the
respondent a woman with ties to a man but get the relationship with another man.
Stanza 06
Jari borong pi jerena  tamparan na tanjari.
Jari borong  pie jerena sie lemban kuburana
nampa kana asse toje ng mi jammen.
The words of stanza 06, Jari pi borong jerena tamparan na tanjari, the
denotative meaning of it is so forest ocean is not so but based on the respondent
no one can resist even though forest beach united. Jari borong pi jerena si lemban
pi kuburana, the denotative meaning of it is that it is payable grave but based on
the respondent the existence of death is real. Nampa kana asse tojeng mi jammen,
the denotative meaning of it is said real gross but based on the respondent the
denotative meaning of it is someone who in his grave realized she was dead right.
Stanza 07
Jammen memang mate memang, Punna mata turuki.
Biasa memang mata paliga-liga Punna mata turuki.
Na erang ko iya saliha san-san gia.
Nakke kodong tena manna renreng maraeng.
Based on in words stanza 07, Jammen memang mate memang, punna
mata turuki, the denotative meaning of it is dirty really die well that the eyes
follow but based on the respondent's eyes would get a death if you follow. Biasa
memang mata paliga-liga punna mata turuki, the denotative meaning of it is that
sometime the eyes of love dumb when in follow but based on the respondent the
denotative meaning of it is one member of the body that makes one sin is eye.
Next Na erang ko iya saliha sasn-san gia, the denotative meaning of it is down in
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the darkness but based on the respondent he will bring a astray if you follow it.
Nakke kodong tena manna renreng maraeng, the denotative meaning of it is I do
not want to hold the other but based on the respondent and therefore never you
want to do the vice.
Stanza 08
Cilaka toje kau ni anakan ri anrona.
Ni rampe baji  na ta renreng ri kodia.
Manna bomban susah tonji tamparanlan.
In the stanza 08, Cilaka toje kau ni anakan ri anrona, the denotative
meaning of it is unlucky you are revealed by the mother but based on the
respondent a mother who was not lucky birth to her son. Ni rampe baji na ta
renreng ri kodia, the denotative meaning of it is stopping well away the evil, but
based on the respondent hoped he makes the family proud but just make the same
theirs family. Manna bomban susah tonji  tamparanlan, the denotative meaning
of it is let's difficult to sea but based on the respondent if we are embarrassed to
the family is hard to go back.
Stanza 09
Maparampe kie  pamae ni batua.
Na bantuli, na buhung lupa lampa na panaungi.
Angura na buhung lupa  na.
Jae buhung  ta sebong-sebong jene na.
Based on stanza 09, Maparampe kie pamae ni batua, the denotative
meaning of it is saving the goodness in stone but based on the respondent we have
a to do the goodness each to person. Na bantuli na buhung lupa lampa na
panaungi, the denotative meaning go to the empty well but based on the
respondent next never do badness. Angura na buhung lupa na, the denotative
meaning why the well has no the water but based on the respondent there are
many bad things that can be done. Jae buhung ta sebong-sebong jene na, the
denotative meaning of it is a lot of the wells just waste the water but based on the
respondent the denotative meaning of it is that there are a lot of goodness can also
be done because not Only one goodness we can do.
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Stanza 10
Tanlu buhung matinri ta sebong-sebong jene na.
Antere minjo ni anle ni na tala kurang jene na.
Na pintean jako intu iya  sinru na tala kurang.
The word the stanza 10, Tanlu buhung matinri ta sebong-sebong jene na,
the denotative meaning of it is there are three well wasted the water but based on
the respondent the denotative meaning is there are three relationships that must be
guarded the first is human relationships, relationships among God and the last the
relationship among nature, while the stanza Antere minjo ni anle na tala kurang
jene, the denotative meaning of it is which the wells can be taken but the water not
reduced but based on the research the denotative meaning is that one of the human
relationship that should be maintained is the relationship with nature. Na pintean
jako intu iya sinru na tala kurang, the denotative meaning of it is to love clay
bucket not less but based on the respondent he would show which the relationship
which should be in correct.
Stanza 11
Na rie kairi na ri kanan pasiruna
Rie toje mo ni surung anle urang siana
Na  pitean ta mi sirru  na tala kurang.
The word in stanza 11, Na rie kairi na ri kanan pasiruna, the denotative
meaning of it is that there is in the left there is the right to gain but based on the
respondent someone can choose the right way or do the bad thing in then life. Rie
toje mo ni surung anle urang siana, the denotative meaning of it is there is
fortunately grab your friends but based on the respondent a good brother certainly
shows a good path. Na pitean jako intu sirru  na tala kurang, the denotative
meaning of it is giving a good bucket not less but based on the respondent
someone will always show the path of truth.
Stanza 12
Baji toje matea, palinka rie anja.
Iya  mo jammen iya mo tanma moteran.
Sinikampolo letea tena tommo to jammen.
Based on the stanza 12, Baji toje matea, palinka rie anja, the denotative
meaning of it is a good thing if die the road to get there but based on the
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respondent if someone wants to see the hereafter we should die before. Iya mo
jammen iya mo tan moteran, the denotative meaning of it is really dirty not return
but based on the respondent if we had died we could not live again. Sinikampolo
letea tena tommo to jammen, the denotative meaning of it is to assemble the
bridge is not dirty but based on the respondent when someone had crossed the
Siratul Mustakin bridge there sometimes someone will realize that he had really
died.
Stanza 13
Punna sanlan si hokoi, tea ko si rampe kodi.
Rampe jenne na julu diging-diging
Manna balean jenne na simbaran tamparang lenleng
Based on stanza 13, Punna sanlan si hokoi tea ko si rampe kodi, the
denotative meaning of it is when the warm backs we cannot stop by the thing ugly
but based on the respondent if one day someone separate never remember the
ugliness of a person. Rampe jenne na julu diging-diging, the denotative meaning
of it is stopping the water equally with the cold but based on the respondent we
must remember the kindness of people to go to right way. Manna balean jenne  na
simbaran tamparan lenleng, the denotative meaning of it is let their black sea
water stops but based on the respondent although she was far away, until sea
change to be black color.
Stanza 14
Tau tuna nakke mo isse
Bujuru tingan ma tenne.
Sansang makankan ri umuru cilakaya.
Based on above the stanza 14, Tau tuna nakke mo isse, the denotative
meaning of it is people burn me again but based on the respondent that death
really exists. Bujuru tingan ma tenne, the denotative meaning of it is day of
download improved but based on respondent someday someone would come and
one cannot resist. Sansang makankan ri umuru cilakaya, is dark and scratch is not
lucky base on the respondent that the longevity and short life of person depends
on the lucky.
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Stanza 15
Lama kelong-kelong memang, lamananro pangurangi
Pasiurangi rie linoa sanging tajammeng.
Bara la jammeng jaki inni na Polean sombereta
Iya  ri linoa tumangiran jaki gori.
Mate ni huno  na pa mae  sikua.
Based on the stanza 15, Lama kelong-kelong memang, lamananro
pangurangi, the denotative meaning of it is longer sing very well save given based
on the respondent singing can remember us for anything. Pasiurangi ri linoa
sanging ta jammeng, the denotative meaning of it is remember the world is equal
with dirty but based on the respondent we have to remember in the world that
someday we will die. Bara la jammeng jaki inni na Polean sombereta, the
denotative meaning of it is dirty fire is under chatty but based on the respondent
may we die in a good way. Iya ri linoa tumangiran jaki gori, the denotative
meaning of it is the world to borrow a water but based on respondent we live in
the word only temporary. Mate ni huno na pa mae ji sikua, the denotative
meaning of it is to die in suicide because of goodness based on respondent death
of a person depends on his action.
Stanza 16
Coba saeki si anppi bola.
Si kajao possi ata.
Pada-pada ki buang badan ri suruga.
Carameku ri ere tontoganku  ri likua
The word in stanza 16, Coba saeki si anppi bola, the denotative meaning
of it is if we are near within of the house, but based on the respondent if we are in
the grave same. Si kajao possi ata, the denotative meaning of it is taking navel
roof by the respondent if we could be a grave of us. Pada-pada ki buang badan
rie Suruga, the denotative meaning of it is equally waste the bodies in heaven
based on the respondent hopefully we'll both die together. Carameku ri ere
tontoganku ri likua, mirrored in the water the denotative meaning is the water in
the basic window based on the respondent may we also share same in the afterlife.
Stanza 17
Pasang  tonji ni isse mintu sumbajang lima hattu.
Sumbajang ta 'bajang-bajang rua ji na baji iya.
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Rie suruga baji iya ri neraka pasesa iya.
Iya ri linoa intu pamariang-riang ji.
Based on the stanza 17, Pasang tonji ni isse mintu sumbajang lima hattu,
the denotative meaning of it is the message knows the five daily prayers based on
the respondent one of the messages that must be carried on is the five daily
prayers. Sumbajang ta 'bajang-bajang rua ji na baji iya, the denotative meaning
of it is prayer be visible two good but based on the respondent we pray there are
two roads that will be in use. Ri suruga baji iya ri neraka pasesa iya, the
denotative meaning of it is in heaven in hell torture but based on the respondent in
heaven goodness but in hell is torture. Iya ri linoa intu pamariang-riang  jie, the
denotative meaning of it is in the world for break based on the respondent
meaning that we live in the world is only temporary and therefore as long as we
live in the world we must pray five times a day.
Stanza 18
Kelong kinni ka pirau kakala
Kajenne mata ta muri kinni
Kapirau caddi-caddi ko sobola-bola mitodong
Menteng simpung sala-salai.
Cinna mata ta ni angga pi sukai.
Dosa ki bede tea ki turiki
The word in stanza 18, Kelong kinni ka pirau kakala, the denotative
meaning of it is this song crying laughing based on the respondent sing and laugh
as well as cry. Kajenne mata ta muri kinni the denotative meaning of it is tears
smile here based on the respondent despite there is the tears but we keep smiling.
Kapirau Caddi -caddi ko sobola-bola mitodong, the denotative meaning of it is
small cry at home based on the respondent although little crying as well as same
with crying. Menteng simpung sala-salai, the denotative meaning of it is standing
connective leave but based on the respondent so if someone leaves us. Cinna mata
ta ni angga pi sukai, the denotative meaning of it is wish eyes do not like but
based on the respondent wish senses our eyes cannot push. Dosa ki bede tea ki
turiki, the denotative meaning of it is sin but by the respondent when we reject it
we would sin.
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Stanza 19
Kuturikianmi lampana kusareanmi
Na angaeigi rugi pi sanlo na sansali kalena
Na sansali inni kalena atimangi
Gare-gare kamma tajana pa urangi siana
Based on the stanza 19 Kuturikianmi lampana kusareanmi, the denotative
meaning of it is to follow divide but based on the respondent follow the people
want. Na angaeigi rugi pi sanlo na sansali kalena, the denotative meaning of it is
stop loss later blamed herself but based on the respondent if someone do the
badness, they will regret. Na sansali inni kalena atimangi, the denotative meaning
of it is regret her grab but based on the respondent however they will regret later.
How’ll regret later. Gare-gare kamma tajana pa urangi siana, the denotative
meaning of it is as it remembers you but based on the respondent someday,
someone will regret he would remember herself.
2. Social values are depicted in the lyrics basing song in oral tradition of
Kajang tribe
In this part, the researcher explained about the social value that
contain in basing song in Kajang tribe. The research result which was
started from 20 January- 20 February 2016 in Kajang district of
Bulukumba regency, the researcher interviewed them and they found four
social values in Basing song by using Kluckhon’s theory. The first is the
real value of human life the following in stanza 05 Iya tau pamae ji na
boja pamae, Tanru ko naun nyaha teako tak bemba, Empako naun
tudangan  biasaya anak biasa mitodong,Rate sombola na mela  tanga
dolongan ganle lurang maraeng. Stanza 07 Jammen memang mate
memang punna mata turuki, Biasa memang mata paliga-liga punna mata
turuki, Na erang ko iya saliha san-san gia, Nakke kodong tena manna
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renreng maraeng. Stanza 09 Maparampe ki pamae ni batua, Na bantuli,
na buhung lupa lampa na panaungi, Angura na buhung lupa na, Jae
buhung ta sebong-sebong jene na. Stanza 11 Na rie kairi na ri kanan
pasiruna, Rie toje mo ni surung anle urang siana, Na pitean ta mi sirru na
tala kurang. Stanza 18 Kelong kinni ka pirau kakala, Kajenne mata ta
muri kinni, Kapirau caddi-caddi ko sobola-bola mitodong, Menteng
simpung sala-salai, Cinna mata ta ni angga pi sakai, Dosa ki bed tea ki
turuki. The value of human life in space and time the following in stanza
01 leko-leko, Sia-sia mi matea, Percuma tallasa longgan linoa na sempan
pamitingkana, Manna lino ja simata tidak lajorengan, Manna na sangin
pacea la ni kura mi. Stanza 02 Parisi pada pacea sim pada parisia, Nyaha
ni gai na tagiling si bokoi, Nakke anre ja intu iya anre ja tankuturuki,
Turuki jammen turuki linka ri anja. Stanza 03 Bara rie ja pisallo, ri
bangkena pi dunia, Na tassa lalang to tea ma kusising, Ma kusising ja
nakke punna jammen mukoan, Rie to mo makusising rie to mo parikodong.
Stanza 17 Pasang tonji ni isse mintu sumbajang lima hattu, Sumbajang ta
bajang-bajang rua ji na baji iya, Ri suruga baji iya ri neraka pasesa iya,
Iya ri linoa into pamaring-riang ji. The value of nature of human
surrounding the following in stanza 10 Tanlu buhung matinri ta sebong-
sebong jene na, Antere minjo ni anle na tala kurang jene na, Na pintean
jako into iya sinru na tala kurang. The last social value is the value of
human with each others. The following in stanza 04 Rie mo kana ka
sareana mi sikua, Sare sami sannan ati allusuna nyaman pamae, Pamaena
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minni kamma inru ki kamui, Sikamma bukuru sala dongkonkana. Stanza
13 Punna sanlan si hokoi tea ko si rampe kodi, Rampe jenne na julu
diging-diging, Manna balean jenne na simbaran tamparang lenleng.
Further explanation, the research showed on discussion below.
B. Discussions
In this part, the researcher discussed about the meaning and social value of
basing songs in Kajang Bulukumba Regency.
1. The Denotative and Connotative meaning of the lyrics of basing song
as oral tradition of Kajang tribe
In basing song not only has denotative meaning but also has connotative
meaning. Based on findings above, we can see there several words in that poem
that have connotative meaning. Wilkins (1983:122) affirms that connotative
meaning is additional to denotative meaning and need be related to it only in an
indirect way. It is altogether more concerned with the attitudes of the language
user, his emotional reactions to the use of a word.
According to Chandler (2002:68) denotative meaning is also called by
some terms,such as denotation meaning,cognitive meaning,conceptual meaning,
referential meaning or propotitional meaning, because of its correlation with our
consciousness or our knowledge; the stimuli (of the speaker) and the response (the
listener) about things which are attackable by human sense.
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In the stanza 01 Leko-leko, Sia-sia mi matea, Percuma tallasa longgan
linoa na sempan pamitingkana, Manna lino ja simata tidak lajorengan, Manna na
sangin pacea la ni kura mi, contains how human’s attitudes to face hereafter. The
first informant, ST (50) stated that we should think about our life in the hereafter
that as long as we live in a world we do not only thinking about life in this world,
but we also have to remember the life in the hereafter. As the other word in that
so, it means that human must remember an afterlife.
In same way, in the stanza 02, Parisi pada pacea sim pada parisia, Nyaha
ni gain tagiling si bokoi, Nakke anre ja intu iya anre ja tankuturuki, Turuki
jammen turuki linka ri anja, describe that human should be sincere about someone
who left us. It is addressed to human’s attitudes. Further, In the stanza 03, Bara
rie ja pisallo ri bangkena pi dunia, Na tassa lalang to tea ma kusising, Ma
kusising ja nakke punna jammen mukoan, Rie to mo makusising rie to mo
parikodong. describes that the remorse of  someone in the next became aware, that
humans are for living in the world we have a lot to wonder the same person that
how the next life we later and the other what we will be asked in the next not until
after we died had we realize.
Moreover, in the stanza 04, Rie mo kana ka sareana mi sikua, Sare sami
sannan ati allusuna nyaman pamae, Pamaena minni kamma inru ki kamui,
Sikamma bukuru sala dongkonkana, describe about that humans should repair
deeds as long as we live in a world like the that as long as we live in the world we
need repair our actions so that good people to us because sometimes because of
our actions or morals we are not good so many people hate us. Do not let us live
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in a world we do not have any friends just live be alone so if we have any
problems do not know want to tell with whom so that we live a lonely life in the
world, we must repair character so we do not live alone or live alone.
In stanza 05 Iya tau pamae ji na boja pamae, Tanru ko naun nyaha teako
tak bemba, Empako naun tudangan biasaya anak biasa mitodong, Rate sombola
na mela tanga dolongan ganle lurang maraeng, that a girl should repair deed so
she does not embarrass his family because if we've embarrass our family it was
difficult to stop repair back in shame at the awning so avoided because it is one of
the actions that should not be done any longer if the family we make our shame.
In the stanza 06 Jari pi borong jerena tamparan na tanjari, jari borong pi
jerena si lemban kuburana, nampa kana asse tojeng mi jammen, about a person's
consciousness in his grave as in someone who in his grave realized she was dead
right. That we die if we are buried in a hole and we could not do anything at all.
In the stanza 07 Jammen memang mate memang punna mata turuki, Biasa
memang mata paliga-liga punna mata turuki, Na erang ko iya saliha san-san gia,
Nakke kodong tena manna renreng maraeng, on one member of the body that
makes us sin as that is to say one of the members of the body that make a person
commits sin is the eyes that eyes the source person to sin even though the eye
greatly needed by the human eye but also easy until people sinned and eyes can
also bring a man astray will bear one astray if you follow it.
In the stanza 08 Cilaka toje kau ni anakan ri anrona, ni rampe baji na ta
renreng ri kodia, manna bomban susah tonji tamparanlan, should maintain the
good name of the family, one must be on guard every human being is to keep the
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family name and it is one that is heavy despite all look easy. What more of a
teenage boy had to have a sense of responsibility are great for keeping the good
name of his family do not let him embarrass his family what else if the family
name is already in outrageously difficult to stop repair back is not as easy back a
palm as do not ever make the family shame as difficult to stop repair back.
In additional, Chandler (2002: 140) stated that connotation is use to refer
to the social-cultural and personal associations of sign. The denotation of a
linguistic expression is that aspect of its meaning which is involved in its potential
for use in making true statements about the world (Cruse, 2006: 45). Based on the
second informant RH (42) Basing song contains message about relationship with
the others. In the stanza 09 Maparampe ki pamae ni batua, Na bantuli na buhung
lupa lampa na panaungi, Angura na buhung lupa na, Jae buhung ta sebong-
sebong jene na, describe that we must build a good relation with the other people.
The obligation to do well, one to keep a good relationship is our actions as long as
we live in the world. Therefore we always suggested to always do good to people
so that people both to us and remember continue our good. Doing good deeds is
not very easy need struggles and endeavors, but there are a lot of good can be
done not Only one goodness alone can do as long as we live in the world but there
are thousands of kindness can do depends on us which must be done first as in
that much good could be done because it is not only one goodness alone can do.
Therefore save kindness to someone as much as possible so that one does not
easily forget the kindness.
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Then, in the stanza 10 Tanlu buhung matinri ta sebong-sebong jene na,
Antere minjo ni anle na tala kurang jene na, Na pintean jako into iya sinru na tala
kurang, human relationships must be on there are three relationships that must be
guarded first human relations which both relationships among God and the last
relationship among nature. The past relationship among nature it also must be on
guard because we cannot live in the world without their nature and therefore we
must keeping as good maybe. What else in nature Kajang must be on guard at all
because people believe that the source of water comes from the root wood.
The stanza 11 Na rie kairi na rie kanan pasiruna, Rie toje mo ni surung
anle urang siana, Na pitean ta mi sirru na tala kurang, of the goodness this
temple intention beforehand that we cannot live alone without the help of a friend
because the friend is sometimes show the path of truth and goodness so than we
have suggested to always maintain our good relationship. But back at ourselves
what our friend the user either by us or makes us become better.
The stanza 12 Baji toje matea, palinka rie anja, iya mo jammen iya mo
tan moteran, sinikampolo letea tena tommo to jammen, are about that one way to
look at the afterlife we have to die and to live there is not easy at all what else
could we deed during the life of the world is not good. But one thing should be
remembered someone that if we are dead we cannot return to live in the world
again because the next life is the hereafter, and it really real life.
The stanza 13, Punna sanlan si hokoi tea ko si rampe kodi, Rampe jenne
na julu diging-diging, Manna balean jenne na simbaran tamparang lenleng, are
about remembering the good of someone the story of merit so that the relationship
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has always been good friends. That we need maintain good relations person and
always tell someone a favor. Although we are separated far we still speak
kindness of a friend so they can survive both in the world and the hereafter.
The stanza 14 Tau tuna nakke mo isse, bujuru tingan ma tenne, sansang
makankan ri umuru cilakaya, about a person’s age that one's longevity and short
depending on your luck. That person's longevity no set and only he knows and
only he can also grab as soon as possible so that we long lifespan means that we
are human beings who are fortunate to live in the world because we are given the
opportunity to do good more.
The stanza 15 Lama kelong-kelong memang, lamananro pangurangi,
pasiurangi ri linoa sanging ta jammeng, bara la jammeng jaki inni na polean
sombereta, iya ri linoa tumangiran jaki gori, mate ni huno na pa mae ji sikua, on
our life on earth as one makes one's survived this world and hereafter it is the
work during the life of the world. The only those lucky people that many do well
and only those who realize that life in the world. While not forever we are in the
world only to do well as much as possible as long as we are given the opportunity
to live in the world as Just supposing we ride to look for charity, and therefore we
must do a lot better and hopefully we die with it well.
The stanza 16, Coba saeki si anppi bola, si kajao possi ata, pada-pada ki
buang badan ri suruga, carameku ri ere tontoganku ri likua, that someone wants
to always wanting to share even though he die he wants to always to together,
because a good relationship during the life of the world that he wants to always be
together.
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The stanza 17 Pasang tonji ni isse mintu sumbajang lima hattu,
Sumbajang ta bajang-bajang rua ji na baji iya, Rie suruga baji iya ri neraka
pasesa iya, Iya ri linoa into pamariang-riang ji, about message will save us later
in the hereafter that we live in the world is only temporary and therefore as long
as we live in the world we must pray five times a day. It's one of the messages
that should and must be carried on by humans because prayer is the main thing
that must be carried on humans. Although there is no guarantee that we pray five
times we are going to heaven, and if we do not pray we will enter hell. But at least
the prayer can make people be quiet and make people keep quiet and to pray very
easy to not take a long time.
In the stanza 18, Kelong kinni ka pirau kakala, Kajenne mata ta muri
kinni, Kapirau caddi-caddi ko sobola-bola mitodong, menteng simpung sala-
salai, Cinna mata ta ni angga pi sukai, Dosa ki bede tea ki turuki, about someone
who left us, as in if a person dies the family crying but she remained steadfast.
Sad and crying what we left behind people we care only natural and very human.
But we must not be sad for too long we have to be tough and sincere departure of
someone we love though too heavy. We also must make sure that every living
thing in the world someday we'll get back to him even though we do not know
when the time will come. Because we are sinful if we do not sincere departure of a
person despite heavy for sincere departure and let him calm there.
The stanza 19 kuturikianmi lampana kusareanmi, na angaeigi rugi pi
sanlo na sansali kalena, na sansali inni kalena atimangi, gare-gare kamma tajana
pa urangi siana, on selection of a person's life like on if someone wants to follow
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up his own will regret it later if new  give remembers all. Someone wants to do
good depending will itself although we are already members of the advice as
much as possible, but if he does not want to follow will we cannot do anything.
But if later nothing happened at her new he realized that in people sometimes
brings us to the goodness.
2. The social values are depicted in the lyrics Basing song in oral
tradition of Kajang tribe
In this part, the researcher explained about the social value that contain in
basing song in Kajang tribe. There are four social values that researcher found in
this research by using Kluckhon’s theory. It was explained as follows:
a.The value of human life
Based on Kluckhon’s theory, in this value people who think that life is good
or bad life but trying to turn into a good life.
Based on interviewed with informant, there are some stanza in the stanza
contain the value of the human life. In stanza 05, Iya tau pamae ji na boja pamae,
Tanru ko naun nyaha teako tak bemba, Empako naun tudangan biasaya anak
biasa mitodong, Rate sombola na mela tanga dolongan ganle lurang maraeng. It
means that while women who get relationship with the other, she remains to make
a special relationship with the other one. Further, in stanza 07, Jammen memang
mate memang punna mata turuki, Biasa memang mata paliga-liga punna mata
turuki, Na erang ko iya saliha san-san gia, Nakke kodong tena manna renreng
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maraeng. Have meaning that one of the part of body of human that can make
someone gets the sin is the eye. Then, the stanza 09 Maparampe ki pamae ni
batua, Na bantuli na buhung lupa lampa na panaungi, Angura na buhung lupa
na, Jae buhung ta sebong-sebong jene na, it means we must build a good relation
with the other people. Then, of stanza 11 Na rie kairi na rie kanan pasiruna, Rie
toje mo ni surung anle urang siana, Na pitean ta mi sirru na tala kurang, it means
sometimes the friends show a good way for us. Stanza 18, Kelong kinni ka pirau
kakala, Kajenne mata ta muri kinni, Kapirau caddi-caddi ko sobola-bola
mitodong, menteng simpung sala-salai, Cinna mata ta ni angga pi sukai, Dosa ki
bede tea ki turuki, it means if someone passes away, their family will be sad but
they remain strong.  The last is the stanza of stanza that if someone follows her
own wish without thinking the result so they will be regret.
All the above explanation, the researchers concluded that the essence of
human life in which every message you conveyed any stanza that we should be
aware that life is better never to give up and always try to correct all especially
correct ourselves and try to let this departure someone we love despite bad.
Because all living in the world will also have to die all, not humans created from
the ground so someday will return to the earth. That must be accepted the all will
happen and therefore we have to be better than ever.
b. The value of the nature of human life in space and time
Kluckhon (1995:122) the value of the nature of human life in space and
time, the community oriented considers it important that the past, present and
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future. There are some lyrics in Basing song contain the social value of the nature
of human life in space and time. It is describe about how human act in during their
live to prepare their future in hereafter. First is stanza 01 Leko-leko, Sia-sia mi
matea, Percuma tallasa longgan linoa na sempan pamitingkana, Manna lino ja
simata tidak lajorengan, Manna na sangin pacea la ni kura mi, It means during
we live in the world we should not think about the live. But we must also think
about hereafter. Based on the word that has meaning of hear after. Further, in
stanza 02, Parisi pada pacea sim pada parisia, Nyaha ni gain tagiling si bokoi,
Nakke anre ja intu iya anre ja tankuturuki, Turuki jammen turuki linka ri anja.
Describes that how the human could be sincere for someone if they passed away
and faced the future in hereafter. It based on the stanza kuturiki means sincere,
Jammen means death,and then linka ri anja means hereafter. Moreover, in stanza
03 Bara rie ja pisallo ri bangkena pi dunia, Na tassa lalang to tea ma kusising,
Ma kusising ja nakke punna jammen mukoan, Rie to mo makusising rie to mo
parikodong. Describe how people are aware and prepare hereafter so they cannot
be regret in the future. It showed in the stanza pissalo means aware and bangkena
means hereafter tassa lalang means regret. In addition, stanza 17, Pasang tonji ni
isse mintu sumbajang lima hattu, Sumbajang ta bajang-bajang rua ji na baji iya,
Rie suruga baji iya ri neraka pasesa iya, Iya ri linoa into pamariang-riang ji. One
of the role of human in hereafter is perform the obligation as Islam people doing
take a pray.
All the above explanation, the researchers concluded that the value of the
nature of human life in space and time that singing could convey good messages
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to someone and therefore one should take a lot doing good and also a lot to ask
what -What only kindness that makes a person would be better ahead . Diligent
listening to the advice of someone if presenting any advice given to our lives will
be better then listen to the advice that is given except getting the ugliness in life
we will then do not ever listen.
c. The value the human relationship with natural surroundings.
Kluchkon (1995) states that the people who view nature as something
powerful, a man who can fight or trying to find harmony with nature. As Rabinat
(2014) states that mankind and nature are related to each other. The relationship
will not last if one of them is incapable to sustain a healthy life for both. In stanza
10 Tanlu buhung matinri ta sebong-sebong jene na, Antere minjo ni anle na tala
kurang jene na, Na pintean jako into iya sinru na tala kurang. Described about
human should keep their relationship. Not only with the other people but also with
the nature, it showed in stanza that meaning one of relationship should be kept is
the nature.
From the above explanation, the researchers concluded that the nature of
man's relationship with nature About a human being is that it should be able to
keep the natural world around us so that the natural world around us are
maintained and provide a source of life to us. Especially the awning should be
able to keep existing debt around the neighborhood because the awning is also
believed that the source of water comes from the root wood.
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d. The value of the human nature with each other
Based on the theory C.Kluckhon about the value of the human nature with
each other, the more people put the vertical relationship between man and his
fellow man or a depended by another person is not true action.
Stanza 04 Rie mo kana ka sareana mi sikua, Sare sami sannan ati allusuna
nyaman pamae, Pamaena minni kamma inru ki kamui, Sikamma bukuru sala
dongkonkana. Describes that as a human that live in the world must be a good
behavior person. It showed we must do a good thing as long as we live in the
world. It is also show in stanza 13 Punna sanlan si hokoi tea ko si rampe kodi,
Rampe jenne na julu diging-diging, Manna balean jenne na simbaran tamparang
lenleng. That a good act will make our relationship well with the other. Accoding
to Rokeah in 1973 human beings are free to regulate their relations, and able to
govern their elations, behave at their own will, and able be responsible for their
acts.
all the explanation, the researchers concluded the value of the social nature
of man's relationship with others is that one cannot live by myself for living in the
world we need people  around us. Therefore we should be able correct good
relations with humans, especially to the elderly and those closest to us because
sometimes we need advice from those closest to us.
Based on the research compare the similarity and differences between the
previous findings. The similarity of the previous researcher with this research is
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use the same subject that is analyzing oral tradition where. The first previous
founding it present how children participial in performance, interpretation and
transmisi of oral tradition and through this process learn about their social world.
The second previous examining the oral tradition Kondh and Oroans song. The
differences both previous findings and this research one the object the first
previous findings focused on oral play culture and everyday life of children in a
oral content in Ethiopia, while the second previous findings focused on cultural
identity and diversification of both tribes in nature, and then this research focused
on the social value of Basing song in Kajang tribe’s based on the Kluckho’s
theory.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION
This chapter provides of conclusion and suggestion. After analyzing the
meaning and social value basing song in Kajang tribe, the researcher gives some
conclusions and suggestions to the readers.
A. Conclusion
Based on the finding and conclusion of the previous chapter, the
researcher comes to the following conclusions:
1. There are many words having denotative and connotative meaning found
on the text of Basing song, some stanza that have only connotative
meaning and in generally all of stanza have denotative meaning
commonly, they are containing words like Linka rie
anja,Lajorengan,Bangkena, Jammen which describes the other thing.
2. There are five social values in basing song. The first is the value of the
human nature of human life that we must always become positive thinking
and try to think that life is good thing that every problem there must be a
solution. The second is the value of the nature of life in space and time.
We do not just thinking about life now but we have to think about our life
then. We do not focus only to look for the life of the world's but we have
to a lot of worship to Allah SWT. The third is the value of the nature of the
human relationship with the natural surroundings, man cannot do anything
without the help of the natural world around us and therefore we should
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keep the environment around us .The last is the value of human nature
with each other that man cannot live on their own without the help of
others and therefore our obligation is we must always correct the
relationships each other.
B. Suggestion
Based on the conclusion above, the writer proposed some suggestion as
follows:
1. This thesis was expected to all students who study in English specially the
students in Adab and Humanities Faculty as a future reference for the next
similar research especially about one of the literary work in south
Sulawesi.
2. This thesis has benefit as the source reference that consist of materials
about tradition or cultural and of course about the value of it that have to
be keep.
3. The researcher hopes that the entire positive inside the basing song can be
as a way of life.
4. The researcher suggests to society that this song is a good song because it
is one of a way to keep ancestors advice.
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Appendix:I
The basing song on sing when somebody die in the Kajang the opening of
the first taking place people want to give money in advance gave the same money
"patuntung" he prayers believers in Kajang money in give going to the same
people died therefore the person giving the money to be called. The  sung by two
women who sing and two people who flute that lasted one night and another great
sometimes the flute while sleeping. Women who sing she used a tool called "papi"
is used to cover part of her face so that her voice was clear as when singing the
lyrics are sung not very clear. The stanza are sung mostly contain messages of life
and also when sung there is also flute pitched sounds sad and there are also sound
flute sounded excited.
Basing song
Leko-leko
sia-siami matea
Percuma tallasa longgan linoa na sempan pamitingkana.
Manna lino ja simata tidakla  lajorengan
Manna na sangin pacea la ni kura mie.
Parisi pada pacea si pada parisia
Nyaha si gai na tagiling si bokoi.
Nakke anre ja  intu iya, anre ja tankunturuki.
Turuki jammen turiki linka rie anja.
Barang rie ja pisallo, ri bangkena pi dunia.
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Na tassa lalang to tea ma kusising.
Ma kusising ja nakke punna jammen mukoan.
Rie to mo ma kusising, rie to mo parikodong.
Rie mo kana ka sareana mi sikua.
Sare sami sannan ati allusuna nyaman pamae
Pamaena minni kamma inru minni ki kamui.
Sikamma ini bukuru sala dongkonkana.
Iya tau pamae ji na boja pamae
Tanru ko naung nyaha teako tak bemba.
Empaka nau tudangan biasaya anak biasa mitodong.
Rate sombola na mela tanga dolongan ganle lurang maraeng.
Jari pi borong jerena tamparan na tanjari.
Jari borong pi jerena sie lemban pi kuburana
nampa kana asse tojeng mi jammen.
Jammen memang mate memang, punna mata turuki.
Biasa memang mata paliga-liga punna mata turuki.
Na erang ko iya saliha san-san gia.
Nakke kodong tena manna renreng maraeng.
Cilaka toje kau ni anakan ri anrona.
Ni rampe baji na ta renreng ri kodia.
Manna bomban susah tonji tamparanlan.
Maparampe ki pamae ni batua.
Na bantuli, na buhung lupa lampa na panaungi.
Angura na buhung lupa na
Jae buhung ta sebong-sebong jene na.
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Tanlu buhung matinri tasebong-sebong jene na.
Antere minjo ni anle na tala kurang jene na.
Na pintean jako intu iya sinru na tala kurang.
Na rie kairi na rie kanan pasiruna
Rie toje mo ni surung anle urang siana
Na pitean ta mi sirru na tala kurang.
Baji toje matea, palinka ri anja.
Iya mo jammen iya mo tanma moteran.
Sinikampolo letea tena tommo to jammen.
Punna sanlan si hokoi, tea ko si rampe kodi.
Rampe jenne na julu diging-diging
Manna balean jenne na simbaran tamparan lenleng
Tau tuna nakke mo isse
Bujuru tingan ma tenne.
Sansang makankan ri ammoro cilakaya.
Lama kelong-kelong memang, lamananro pangurangi
Pasiurangi ri linoa sanging tajammeng.
Bara la jammeng jaki inni na polean sombereta
Iya ri linoa tumangiran jaki gori
Mate ni huno na pa mae ji sikua
Coba saeki sianppi bola
Si kajao possi ata
Pada-pada ki buang badan ri suruga
Carameku ri ere tontoganku ri likua
Passang tonji ni isse mintu sumbajang lima hattu.
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Sumbajang ta’ bajang-bajang ruajie na baji iya.
Rie suruga baji ia ri neraka pasesa iya
Iya ri linoa into  pamariang-riang jie.
Kelong kinni ka pirau kakala
Kajenne mata ta muri kinni
Kapirau caddi-caddi ko sobola-bola mitodong
Dosa kie bede tea ki turiki
Kuturikianmi lampana kusareanmi
Na angaeigi rugi pi sanlo na sansala kalena
Na sansali inni kalena atimangi
Gara-gara kamma tajana pa urangi siana
Cui-cui didi angurapi na didi, kaparinta ta pa do.
Kaparinta jako pale, ta nu buddu baladaya, ka siana do.
Siana jako pale, ta nu patunuan tedong, Kasi-asi do.
Kasia-asi jako pale,na ballo jie bolanu,Ka uragi do
Uragi jako pale ta nu teba kalantunu ka tabessolo.
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Appendix II
Name = Satu Name = Raho
Age = 50 year Age = 42 year
Date =  21 January2016 Date = 10 Februry 2016
Time = 02:00-06:05 pm Time = 03:00-05:30 pm
Duration=01:50 minute Duration= 40 Menit
Respondent= 1 (one) Respodent= 2 (two)
Interview Guidance
Interview : Assalamu alaikum tabe anra kutanang  mage ri ginte Kelong
basing?
Assalamu alikum excuse I will ask you about of basing songs?
Respondent I : Iya kutanang mako
Yes, please
Interview : apa injo sejarana kelong basing?
What is the history basing song?
Respondent I : Injo mae rie olo rie to kajang lampa kanpala minka rie annorang
mate urang. Anra ganrang minka siri-siri jari rampung bulo nampa
hanrung urana sanre kelong. Iya minjo sanbe kanrang  iya minjo
lante kamunina ni kelongang basing punna rie to mate. Kunne mae
tau tanpa kelongan basing rie balla lante rie kuburan ni langere.
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One day someone Kajang went aboard a boat but in the way the
theme died he wanted to cry, but she was embarrassed. So he picked
up the new bamboo he blew it and that one sang as a substitute cry.
It is still sung and people believe in Kajang we sing basing at home
will get to the cemetery in listening.
Interview : Injo Kelong basing ni kelongan punna apa ni haju rie kajang?
What activity are kajang people doing when they sing the basing
song?
Respondent I : Injo Kelong basing kolongan Punna rie to mate.
The basing song sing when somebody die.
Interview : Rie lalang kelong basing apa injo maksuna kelong?
In the song basing what the meaning in the lyric?
Respondent I : Injo maksuna kelong basing pasang-pasang mage rie tau tallasa?
The means of the Basing song of is about the message of life for
the person living in the world.
Interview : Jari apa injo nikua leko-leko? Ka leko-leko punnah artikan
bahasa    Indonesia  daun siri?
So what does that mean leko-leko? Because if interpreted
Indonesian leko- leko leaf betel?
Respondent II : eee..,iya punna artikan bahasa Indonesia leko-leko daun siri
minka punna   ginte  kunne mae juduluna kelong pamula kelong.
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Eeee .., yes if we interpreted to Indonesian leko-leko means
betel   leaf but if   we here leko-leko title track the first sing.
Interview : Percuma tallasa longgan linoa na sempan pamitingkana, apa
minjo nakua kelong?
Percuma tallasa longgan linoa na sempan pamitingkana, what
the meaning of song?
Respondent II   : Gaci injo nakua percuma gaci tallasa ri linoa tala kulle jaki
lampa    mage-mage.
The meaning that as long as we live in a world we do not just
thinking about life in this world.
Interview          : apa minjo nikua tagiling si Bokoi, jammen, linka rie anja?
What the meaning tagiling si Bokoi, jammen, linka rie anja?
Respondent I : lajorengan nakua akhira jari nakua into kelong manna lino ja
simata tidak   lajorengan nakua manna rie lino jaki nare rurung
jako mo lajorengan.
Eee ..., tagiling si Bokoi, while the opposite sense tagiling si
Bokoi means backs but by the respondent tagiling Bokoi
someone who left us forever then tankuturiki means to follow
but by the respondent means further sincere Jammen means
muddy but the respondent said that subsequently died Jammen
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means linka ri anja means road but by the respondent meaning
linka rie anja hereafter.
Interview : " parisi pada pacea sim pada parisia,nyaha si gai na tagiling si
bokoi,nakke anre ja iya into,anre ja takuturuki turuki jammen
turuki linka rie anja” jari apa nakua kelong?
“ parisi pada pacea sim pada parisia,nyaha si gai na tagiling si
bokoi,nakke anre ja iya into,anre ja takuturuki turuki jammen
turuki linka rie anja”what the meaning?
Respondent II : eee…,paris bede ati punna rie tumate,parisi into pada pacea
minka iya minjo ni pinahan tu rie arana, ka iya minjo ni kua rie
tallasa rie todo mate jari tarima mie apa anra patallasa atau paka
mate kie.
Eee.., Hurt when someone dies but would in any god so if it
wants to  be accepted the fate.
Interview : apa ni  ku ri bangkena  pie dunia?
What the meaning ri bangkena  pie dunia?
Respondent II  : nakua ri bangkena pie dunia kunne mae bangke Punna rie ta
Minka Kelong akhera
The meaning of the lyrics ri bangkena pie dunia we mean here the
foot but if the meaning of the song is next.
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Interview : apa injo ni kua rate sombala na mela tanga dolongan ganle
lurang maraeng?
What the meaning rate sombala mela tanga dolongan ganle luring
maraeng?
Respondent I: injo maksuna rate duta ganle pole burane maraeng.
The lyrics of this song  the top of the hands but it took more goods
again but  the meaning of this song is actually on top cover
someone but take longer another man
Interview : “Jari pie borong tamparan na tanjari,jari borong pi jerena si
lemban pi kuburana,nampa kana asse tojeng mi jammen” jari
apa minjo ni kua?
“Jari pie borong tamparan na tanjari,jari borong pi jerena si
lemban pi kuburana,nampa kana asse tojeng mi jammen” So,
what the meaning?
Respondent I : Gaji injo to mate gunrangi mie rie kuburana angkui iya mate toje
ma deke.
The meaning of the lyrics of this person has been unconscious in
his grave that he had die.
Interview :“cilaka toje kau ni anakan rie anrona,ni rampe baji na ta
renreng ri kodia,manna bomban susah tonji tamparanlan” apa
minjo ni kua?
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“cilaka toje kau ni anakan rie anrona,ni rampe baji na ta renreng
ri kodia,manna bomban susah tonji tamparanlan”what the
meaning?
Respondent I: eee.., jari na kua ini kelong cilaka kau ni anakan ri anrona ni
rampe mage ri kabaloan angora nap aka siri kie. iya minjo punna
paka siri anrota susah mie paka ballo minro.
The meaning of these lyrics disadvantaged are born with his
mother. Parents hope their children can be proud of, but why are
you so shy family. If we have the love of a mother is hard to
embarrass to come back repair family name.
Interview:    " Tanlu buhung matinri ta sebong-sebong jene na, antere minjo
ni anle na tala kurang jene na,na pintean jako into iya sinru
na tala kurang” apa ni kua?
Tanlu buhung matinri ta sebong-sebong jene na, antere minjo
ni   anle na tala kurang jene na,na pintean jako into iya sinru na
tala kurang” So, what the meaning?
Respondent II : eee..,injo nakua paka ballo mage hubunganu mage ri tau,mage
rie tu rie arana, mage rie pa linoa ta.
The meaning of this song we have to maintain human relationships,
relationships and relationships among fellow gods of nature.
Interview : apa ni kua palinka rie anja?
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What the meaning palinka rie anja?
Respondent  I: iya minjo ni kua annorang lampa rie akhera.
The meaning of these words is the way to the afterlife but if the
sense   here the  road.
Interview : apa ni kua “punna sanlan si hokoi,teako si rampe kodi,rampe
jenne na julu diging-diging,manna balean jenne na simbaran
tamparan lenleng?
What the meaning “punna sanlan si hokoi,teako si rampe
kodi,rampe jenne na julu diging-diging,manna balean jenne
na simbaran tamparan lenleng?
Respondent I : Na kua kelong eee..,gaji injo nakua punna si salai ki jaki bede
carita kodi kie urang ta, manna lere lampana mana bolong
tamparan jako lalo cari ta kodi urang ta
The meaning of these lyrics eee .., someday we parted at somebody
please tell badness once, although he was far away even though the
color of sea water turned black.
Interview : apa nikua “Tau tuna nakke mo isse,Bujuru tingan ma
tenne.,Sansang makankan rie ammoro cilakaya”?
What the meaning “Tau tuna nakke mo isse,Bujuru tingan
ma tenne.,Sansang makankan rie ammoro cilakaya”?
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Respondent I : Na kua ini kelong gaci injo ini umuru danle-danle kan kie ka inni
umuru nu rie kambiang bantu rie iya anra kie pattalasa anra kie
paka mate.
The meaning of the lyrics lifespan depends on lucky his
because there are hold on and lives up to him. Is he still would
give to live or want to give death.
Interview : apa nikua tumangirang jaki gori?
What the meaning tumangirang jaki gori?
Respondent II : Jari injo nikua tumangirang jaki gori angkui ginte tallasa angiran
ta ja lino.
The meaning of a song borrowed water but if the meaning
of the lyrics tumangiran jaki gori that as long as we live we just
borrow the world for a while.
Interview :Apa nikua “pada-pada kie buang badan rie suruga”
What the meaning “pada-pada kie buang badan rie suruga”?
Respondent II :Injo nikua gaci naare injo angkui iya pada-pada kie gaci mate.
The meaning of these lyrics may we both die.
Interview :apa nikua “Passang tonji ni isse mintu sumbajang lima
hattu,Sumbajang ta’ bajang-bajang ruajie na baji iya,Rie
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suruga bajia rei neraka pasesa iya,Iya rie linoa into
pamariang-riang jie”?
What the meaning“Passang tonji ni isse mintu sumbajang
lima hattu,Sumbajang ta’ bajang-bajang ruajie na baji iya,Rie
suruga bajia rie neraka pasesa iya,Iya rie linoa into
pamariang-riang jie”?
Respondent II  : angkui iya pasang ni isse intu sumbajang lima hattu, iya
sanlo punna mate kie rua jie na mage iya minjo neraka passé
iya rie suruga ballo.
The meaning of the lyrics of this message in the know is the
five daily prayers, if one day die and who should we go to the
first place in hell ugliness and the second heaven is good.
Interview : apa nikua Cui-cui didi angurapi na didi, kaparinta ta pa do,
Kaparinta jako  pale, ta nu buddu baladaya, ka siana do,Siana
jako pale, ta nu patunuan tedong, Kasi-asi do,Kasia-asi jako
pale,na ballo jie bolanu,Ka uragi do,Uragi jako pale ta nu teba
kalantunu ka tabessolo?
What the meaning Cui-cui didi angurapi na didi,
kaparinta ta pa do, Kaparinta jako  pale, ta nu buddu
baladaya, ka siana do,Siana jako pale, ta nu patunuan tedong,
Kasi-asi do,Kasia-asi jako pale,na ballo jie bolanu,Ka uragi
do,Uragi jako pale ta nu teba kalantunu ka tabessolo?
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Respondent II : nakua ini kelong eee..,ini gaci kelong kelong anak-anak jie ri olo
Tania jie kelong kamagean minka kelogan gaci Pamela tadudu jie
gaji ini kelong-kelong baruga jie.
The meaning of this song, actually in the lyrics of this song of
children in the days previous stage, not singing to death but sung
so lost drowsiness.
Interview : Rie lalang kelong basing rie bantuana angkui iya kelong
pakambiangan katalasan mage ri tau?
Life for the people or the reflection of life that must be carried
on? No lyrics in the song of basing the meaning of the handle
Respondent II : Iya lohe jie lalang kelong basing pakambiangan mage rie
katalasan salah sanre injo angkui iya kelong” pasang tonja ni
isse mintu sumbajag lima hattu”,iya minjo pasang
kaminangan anra ni haju angkui iya sumbajang ta sanlo tuntun
kie rie anja.
Yeah a lot of singing basing on the handle life one song "
pasang tonja ni isse mintu sumbajag lima hattu ", a message
that knows it must prayer t five times. It's one of the messages
that must be carried because of prayer that will help us in the
afterlife.
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Interview : apa rie lalang kelong basing pa’paingat mage ri ginte katalasan rie
olo?
What in the song of basing remind one life to come?
Respondent I : eee..,iya rie injo gaci rie kelong basing angku iya “Bara la
jamming jaki inni na polean sombereta” nakua kelong bara la
mate jaki inni pakua kabanloan ta mage rie tau. Iya minjo paka
haji gau-gau ta mage rie tau ka ballo rie tau lante to mate na
urangi ki. Injo pole angkui iya “manna lino ja simata tidak la
lajorengan” manna ri linoa jaki rurung jako mo ri akhira
Eee .., yes as in the song basing "Bara la jamming jaki
inni na  Polean sombereta" These meanings may chant the same
die as the behavior of people. So we have to repair behavior of
human beings as if we are both the same person until we die recall
continues to goodness. "Manna lino ja simata tidak la
lajorengan” let the world is equally no reason that in the hereafter
is not You are welcome.
Interview : apa rie lalang kelong basing ni hargai pamantangan ta ri linoa?
What is in the lyrics of the song basing appreciate a place to stay in
the world?
Respondent I : iya rie pada injo angku iya “tanlu buhung matinri ta sebong-
sebong jene na” iya minjo angkui ginte talasa rie linoa paka
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ballo mage hubungan ta mage ri linoa salah sanre pa rakai borong
ka tumbusu na ere bantu ri akana kajuwa.
Yeah like the next lyric "tanlu buhung matinri ta
Sebong- Sebong Jene  na" meaning we live in this world we need
repair relationship among nature, one we must take care debt as
springs exist at the root of the timber.
Interview : apa ri lalang kelong basing rie angkui iya paka ballo hubungan
ta mage ri tau?
What's in a song we taught repair basing human relationships?
Respondent II :eee..,  pada injo angku iya kelong “ pada-pada kie buang
badan rie suruga” antere na kua kelong  gaci pada-pada kie
mate,pada-pada kie tama rie suruga antere na kua kelong paka haji
hubungan ta mage ri tau, kelong selanjutnya “ punna sanlan si
hokoi teako si rampe kodi,rampe jene na julu diging-diging”
iya minjo nakua kelong angkui iya punna sis alai rurung urang jako
lalo carita kodi carita ballo-ballo na haji ballo mi naung hubungan
nu rurung urang nu.
Eee..,As in the lyrics hereinafter "pada-pada kie buang
badan rie Suruga " in which the meaning of the song of hope we
have the same new die together also entered in heaven.Where in
the lyrics we must repair human relationships. Then the lyrics
hereiafter "Punna Sanlan kie si  hokoi teako  si  rampe kodi,
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rampe jene na julu diging-diging" which the meaning of the
lyrics is that one day when we parted with my friends never crappy
story is always the story good so that was nice continued
relationship.
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